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Parisian dishes you can actually make at home
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The Bistros, Brasseries, and Wine Bars of Paris: Everyday Recipes From the Real Paris, By Daniel Young,
William Morrow, 214 pp., $24.95

French country and regional cooking may have made repeated forays into American home kitchens, but for many the
mere mention of Paris conjures up an aura of perfectionism. The search for the perfect brandade de morue is, to our
minds, like the search for a Parisian baguette. Regrettably, that qualifies as shopping, not cooking.

Yet Daniel Young's charming volume on casual Paris dining establishments makes a fairly convincing case for a
replicable cuisine that is urbanely French, deeply comforting, and rich in every way. (No one likes a stereotype, but it
has to be said that many of these recipes really are gloriously swaddled in cream and bathed in butter.)

From the bistro L'Os a Moelle (''the marrow bone") comes a classic cream of mushroom soup in which pine nuts and
garlic croutons create a crisp contrast to an overdose of cream. The preparation could almost be described as
simple, because I'm sure bistro chefs have some efficient way of forcing a thick cream soup through a fine, fine sieve.
(My method mostly involves cursing and calls for help).

On the more austere front, a warm lentil salad makes the most of tiny green du Puy lentils, which still hold their
shape after simmering. Dressed with a bright and acerbic sherry vinaigrette and finely chopped shallots, the dish put
to flight all memory of murky lentil stews past. Roast chicken with cauliflower, a bistro standby if ever there was one,
was aromatic, with the scent of hazelnuts strewn over its vegetable bed. The chicken itself was merely buttered,
salted, and peppered, so I can't account for the superiority of its taste and gilded texture. Perhaps it was the basting
with hazelnut-flavored vegetable juices that did the trick.

Pan-seared scallops and crisp vegetable risotto may be less typical of the genre, but Young points out that in the
Parisian version, the vegetables are sauteed and set aside rather than simmered with the rice and broth. It's one more
fussy step -- especially when you are drawing on reserves of patience to deal with sizzling sea scallops, which need
to be browned in butter at the last minute. But the blend of nutty flavors and crisp and creamy textures makes the
effort (just about) worthwhile.

For pure elegance and truly simple luxury, it would be hard to beat loin of veal with rosemary; the garlicky juices
alone deserve an ode (though my roast cooked in far less than the recommended time). The accompanying celery
root puree, bound with a bit of white rice, had a silken, ethereal finish that was far more satisfying than potatoes
would have been.

On the sweet side, the inevitable baba au rhum and creme caramel make an appearance. But it was the tantalizingly
light orange tuiles that offered the most fitting conclusion to our virtual tour of informal Paris.

Like the other recipes, the tuiles demanded a little extra care (arbitration, in this case, between a clingy batter and
the back of a spoon). In comparison to the mind-bending skills required of classic cuisine, with its tiny, drive-the-prep-
cook-blind cubes of brunoise and miniature-football-shaped tournee carrots, however, this is nothing.

And if the results are transporting enough to carry you from your kitchen to the City of Light in a single mouthful, who
wants to quibble over time?
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